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A Walk around – Margaretting Tye
Start:
White Hart PH
(parking for patrons only)
Postcode CM4 9JX
GR:
TL 683 011 Explorer 183
Approx: 4 miles
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Description
Leave Pub Car Park. Turn right. Keep ahead down road ignoring
slip road on right.
Walk on safest side of road, i.e. crossing over at bends. In
approx. half a mile where road bends sharp left, stay ahead on
track.
Stay on track ignoring paths left and right until reaching a large
wooden 5 bar gate. Turn Right with hedge on right and wooden
rail fence on left.
Keep ahead. Over Bridge, then join track. Stay on track to level
crossing on right and church on left. (The church key can be
obtained from the right hand cottage on other side of railway).
Cross railway line. Turn right to pass cottages, then half left,
ahead across field to hedge opposite. Cross bridge, keep ahead.
At house on right cross over concrete road to marker post, keep
ahead to gap and marker posts. Turn half right with hedge on
left.
At almost end of hedge, look for gap in hedge on left; go
through gap then ahead to stile then bridge. In a few yards turn
right on grassy path.(NOT AHEAD TO HEDGE AND STILE )
Stay on this path until reaching wooden stile and slope up bank
then down steps and through tunnel. At end of tunnel go up steps
to track and turn immediately sharp right. (St Peter’s Way)
(NOT along track)
With hedge on right stay on this path to reach and go over
wooden bridge. Turn left, at end of field keep ahead to stile and
bridge in hedge. Keep ahead with hedge/fence on left to gate
with marker posts.
Go through this gate, ahead to road and back to Pub.
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